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ABSTRACT
An effort was made to obtain a simplified mathematical model of wear
particle motion in a magnetic field formed between flat and dimpled
surfaces during the friction process. The magnetic field’s experimental
values on the dimple edge and inside the dimple for several materials are
presented. As a direct result of the internal magnetic field’s excitation at the
edges of indentations, debris falls into the dimple. This reduces the wear
rate by decreasing the number of abrasives in the friction interface.
Apparent results expand ideas about the phenomena that naturally occur
during the friction of textured surfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART
One of the promising solutions to improve the
durability of machine elements is surface
texturing. The essence of this method is the
formation of specially patterned indentations or
dimples. There are various technologies of surface
texturing, particularly laser texturing [1-3], vibroshock [4, 5], vibration texturing [6], reactive ionbeam etching [7], and other methods.
The wear mechanism of textured surfaces
depends on many factors. Dimples are constant
sources for lubricant supply. They help to recover
lubricating film [8] and are the place where wear

debris fall and accumulate. The efficient surface
texture allows designing a tribotechnical surface
with high performance. The formation of dimples
also reduces the run-in period [9-11].
Along with the formation and destruction of
friction-induced structures, the excitation of an
internal magnetic field at dimple edges is also
essential. These magnetic fields affect the motion
of wear particles. Experimental studies show that
dimple edges form their own magnetic field.
Depending on coupled materials, the magnetic
field at the edges is 10–26% higher than magnetic
field between the dimples. The magnetic
induction on edge may be as high as 44–62 mT. At
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the bottom of a dimple, it abruptly decreases
down to 13–17 mT [8]. We proved this by
measuring the magnetic field induction for a set
of materials (Fig. 1). The magnetic field change
over the dimpled surface is in Fig. 2.

 – relative magnetic permeability of lubricant
molecules, showing how much the magnetic
permeability of lubricant differs from the
magnetic permeability on the dimple edge; m –
wear particle density.
The dependence of the edge Be on  (aspect ratio
of dimple: the ratio of width to depth) is
established. As the  increases, the magnetic flux
density of the edges of the holes decreases
exponentially. The consequence of this is to
increase the angle of dimple side surface
inclination up to 180° [12].

Fig. 1. Measured values of magnetic induction B for
various dimpled materials: 1 – cast iron vs cast iron; 2
– steel 0.14C17Cr2Ni- steel 0.14C17Cr2Ni; 3 – steel
0.3CCrMnSi vs steel 0.3CCrMnSi; 4 – steel 0.3CCrMnSisteel 1045; 5 - steel 0.3CCrMnSi-steel 1030

Many studies have focused on the effects of
external electromagnetic radiation on the
tribosystem.
The
obtained
model
of
ferromagnetic microparticle motion in a highfrequency magnetic field [13] allowed estimating
external factors’ influence on the conditions of
microparticle capturing by the magnetic trap:
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m – the mass of the particle;
σ – dissipation factor;
r – second time derivative of space coordinate;


V0 – liquid flow velocity;

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of magnetic field over the dimpled
surface: a – newly produced, b – worn off surface.

Here was decided to study the effect of frictioninduced magnetic field on the removal wear
debris and how this finally will influence wear
resistance of textured surfaces. According to [12],
ferromagnetic particles will be attracted to
dimples’ edges and fall into them. This condition
is described by (1):
m    Bе2
е4 S  1 .
3  0    m l  r  V

(1)

m – the mass of the particle;
r – estimated radius of the particle;
V – particle velocity;
ηl – dynamic viscosity of the liquid;
Bе – magnetic flux density on the edges of
dimples;
 – dimple aspect ratio (width/depth);
S – the distance between contiguous surfaces;
0 – 4π×10-7 H/m– magnetic constant;

  
ex , ey , e z – unit vectors along axis x, y, z;

a – a factor, proportional to the electric current in
electric magnet coils;
М – magnetic moment (J/T);
ω – frequency of magnetic field;
The motion of a microparticle is characterized by
maximum oscillation amplitude of the transition
process time, the amplitude of oscillations in
magnetic trap and coordinates of the point
around which the particle oscillates.
A mathematical model of the external magnetic
field influence on particle motion was considered
from reference [14], which describes the process
of particle motion in a disk-type separator in the
projection along X and Y axes (3).
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η – dynamic viscosity of air;
χ – specific magnetic susceptibility of particle;
H0 – magnetic field intensity on the surface of
material;
α – coefficient of magnetic field inhomogeneity;
y - distance to the particle;
g – gravity.
The differential equations system’s solution
under different initial conditions makes it
possible to study particle trajectory in a magnetic
disk-type separator and the influence of
parameters on the quality of separation.

inhomogeneous magnetic field, causing the
ponderomotive force Fp which pulls the particle
towards dimple center.

Fp  0  
gradH 

m
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m – mass of wear particle, kg;
Н – strength of magnetic field in particle area;
ρ – density of lubricating oil, kg/m3.

The internal electromagnetic field that develops
in the friction zone may reduce wear of machine
elements. Knowing how this affects wear process
of textured surfaces will disclose one more factor
to be controlled to improve friction couples’ wear
resistance. The study of the dimple’s internal
magnetic field influence on wear debris collection
could present particular scientific interest.
2. OBJECTIVES
This study aims to develop a mathematical model
of the trajectory of wear particles in the
lubricated tribological contact of the textured
(dimpled) surface with flat surface taking into
account the hydraulic forces and magnetic field
generated in the friction interface.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To study the mechanism of wear products
accumulation in the dimple and to better
understand what is going there, let’s consider the
problem of ferromagnetic particle (wear particle)
motion between dimple and flat surface that are
in reciprocating friction mode (Fig. 3)
Ferromagnetic wear particle engaged by the
magnetic field between two contacting surfaces,
is also magnetized. The other magnetic field
arises at the edge of the dimple with intensity He.
Dimple edge magnetic field is much stronger than
both particle and roughness asperities magnetic
fields. (see Fig. 3).
Interaction forces between dimple and wear
particle magnetic fields form the resultant

Fig. 3. Model of wear particle trajectory of motion into
the: 1– dimple; 2– counterpart; 3– wear particle with
the intrinsic magnetic field; 4– specimen; 5– magnetic
flux lines nearby the dimple edge; 6- the trajectory of
wear particle motion.

Besides, some other forces act on a ferromagnetic
particle with mass m, namely:
1. Stokes drag (Fd)

Fd  6 l  r  

9l  m dy
.
2r   dt

(6)

 – relative speed of particle relative to axes Y,
(=dy/dt, m/sec);
2. Inertia force (Fin)

Fіn  m  ai .

(7)

аі –particle deceleration, which under the action
of magnetic flux is assumed to be uniform.
Using well-known physical relations [15] this
value may be determined as:
aі 

 i2
.
2L

(8)

L – deceleration path, vi – inertial velocity of wear
particle caused by reciprocating motion of
friction surfaces.
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So:

 i2 m  dx 2
Fіn  m
   .
2 L 2 L  dt 

(9)

Studies [16] of the forces acting on the particle,
led to the conclusion that magnetic deposition
occurs due to competition between magnetic
force and Stokes drag. For particles less than
0.01-10 μm in size, gravity force may be neglected
because it is up to 9 orders of magnitude smaller
than the Stokes drag.
According to [15], resolving the equation of
particle motion on coordinate axes, we obtain
differential equations of particle motion:
 d2y
m 2  Fd  Fn
n
d
 dt
.
m
  Fi → 
2
dt i 1
 d x
m 2   Fin
 dt

(10)

(11)

(12)

Нe – the intensity of the magnetic field at the edge
of the dimple;
у – distance to the particle;
 – aspect ratio of the dimple.
Taking this into account, we may stand on the
following:
H
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Finaly, let’s write the system (11) as follows:
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Substituting the values of physical quantities into
a characteristic equation, we obtain its solution
So, the general solution of a homogeneous
differential equation is:

y1  C1  е0,75t  C2  е0,0003t .

(13)

(16)

Partial solution of the inhomogeneous equation
is:
y2 

Before solving the equation, note that the change
in magnetic field intensity between the
contacting surfaces is known:

H  H e e2 y .

The first differential equation of the system (15)
is an inhomogeneous linear equation of second
order. Let’s solve the homogeneous equation. For
this purpose, we use the characteristic equation
(15): lim f ( x)

k1=0,75, k2=0,0003

After substituting into the system (11) of the
corresponding values of forces projections on
axis OX and OY and simplifications, we obtain
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Thus, the general solution of the inhomogeneous
differential equation of system (3) is:

1
y  C1  e0,75t  C2  e0,0003t  .
2

(18)

Taking into account the fact that for the little
 t
values of t, е  1    t , we will get:
1
y  C1  C2  (0,75C1  0,0003C2 )t  .
2

(12)

Let’s choose initial conditions to determine values
of constants. If t = 0 the particle is engaged by the
edge magnetic field. This is a point with coordinates
x = 0,005, y = 0,0005 with velocities x  0,01 and
y  0 . Substituting the boundary conditions into
the solution, we obtain a system of equations for
determining the constants C1 and C2
0, 0005  C1  C2  0,5
.

0  0, 75C1  0, 0003C2

(20)

C1  0,0022; C2  0,5027.
Thus, the general solution of the inhomogeneous
differential equation of system (3) is the next:
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y  0,018t  0,0005 .

1 2
x 0,
2L

(21)
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Nomenclature
Name
Particle mass
Particle density
Particle radius
Particle velocity
Particle relative
velocity
Inertial velocity of
particle
Particle deceleration
Deceleration path

Designation
m
r
V

Units
kg
kg/m3
m
m/s



m/s

i

m/s

аі
L

m/s2
m

m

Distance to the particle

y

m

Distance between
friction surfaces

S

m

Magnetic constant

µ0

H/m

Relative magnetic
permeability of
lubricant molecules



-

Magnetic susceptibility



-

Magnetic moment

M

A/m2

Induction of magnetic
field on the edge of
dimple

Bе

T

Intensity of magnetic
field

Н

А/m

Intensity of magnetic
field on the surface of
discs

Н0

А/m

Нe

А/m

ω

Hz

Lubricant density

ρ

kg/m3

Velocity of liquid flow
Dynamic viscosity of
liquid
Dynamic viscosity of
air

V0

m/s

l

-



-

Dimple aspect ratio
Dissipative factor
Second time derivative
to position
Unit vectors along axes
x, y and z
Coefficient, that is
proportional to the
current in solenoid
Magnetic field
inhomogeneity factor
Gravitation
acceleration



-

Intensity of magnetic
field on the dimple
edge
Magnetic field
oscillation frequency

σ

r
  
ex , e y , e z
a

-

α
g

m/s2

